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The Structure of the Model  

A computational model has been proposed which is capable 

of simulating early phases of speech acquisition, speech 

production, and speech perception. The model comprises 

two main modules, i.e. mental lexicon and action repository 

(Fig. 1). The mental lexicon activates semantic and 

phonological representations of words (cognitive level, Li et 

al. 2004) while the action repository activates sensory and 

motor representations of syllables (cf. Levelt & Wheeldon 

1994, Guenther et al. 2006, Kröger et al. 2009, Kröger et al. 

2011a).  

Figure 1: Structure of our cognitive-sensorimotor model 

of speech processing. Light blue boxes indicate processing 

modules; dark blue boxes indicate self-organizing maps (i.e. 

semantic map S-MAP and phonetic map P-MAP) or neural 

state maps, i.e. the semantic, phonemic, auditory, somato-

sensory, and motor plan state map (for a detailed description 

of this model see Kröger et al. 2011a). 

 

The sensorimotor part of our model has been implemented 

and tested by simulating early phases of speech acquisition 

(i.e. babbling phase and imitation phase) and performing 

production and perception tests after learning (Kröger et al. 

2009 and 2011b). The detailed structure of the sensorimotor 

part of our model is given in Fig. 2 (top). Cortical regions 

associated with specific neural maps within our approach, 

are displayed in Fig. 2 (bottom).    

A characteristic feature of our approach is that we assume 

two self-organizing maps – i.e. a semantic map (S-MAP, 

Fig. 1) and a phonetic map (P-MAP, Fig. 1) – which on the 

one hand are associated with each other and which on the 

other hand are associated with state maps, representing 

current semantic, motor plan or sensory activation patterns 

of speech items (cf. Li et al. 2004, Zhao et al. 2011).    

Acquisition of Skills and Knowledge  

Acquisition is simulated in our approach by applying a huge 

amount of training items to the model. These training items 

represent stimuli, which are exposed to a newborn and later 

on to a toddler (i.e. to the model) during the first two years 

of lifetime.    

Acquisition starts with “babbling”, i.e. a training phase 

which is mainly language independent. Here the model 

generates random motor patterns (motor plan states) and 

produces appropriate auditory and somatosensory patterns 

(auditory and somatosensory states). Motor plan and sen-

sory states are exposed to the model nearly simultaneously 

and thus allow associative learning, i.e. an association of 

specific motor plan states with corresponding sensory states 

(Kröger et al. 2009). This learning leads to an adjustment of 

neural connections between state maps and the self-

organizing phonetic map (P-MAP). Neurons within the 

phonetic map represent specific sensorimotor states and 

these states are ordered with respect to phonetic features 

within this map (i.e. self-organization). Thus, after learning 

co-activation of a motor plan state is possible, if a specific 

sensory (e.g. auditory) state is activated. In this way, initial 

sensorimotor knowledge is acquired for “proto-vowels” and 

“proto-CV-syllables” (the term “proto” refers to the fact that 

these phonetic states are not necessarily language specific; 

cf. Kröger et al. 2009).   

This initial sensorimotor knowledge later on allows “imi-

tation training” since after initial babbling the model is able 

to imitate external auditory stimuli. Imitation training leads 

to a further adjustment of neural connections between P-

MAP and state maps and leads to a further ordering of states 

within the P-MAP, which now leads to language-specific 

speaking skills (Kröger et al. 2011b). Beside further deve-

lopment of the action repository, imitation training is also 

the starting point for building up the mental lexicon (ibid.). 

Training items for imitation training comprise sensorimotor 

states, which result from imitation trials performed by the 

model itself, but in addition comprise a semantic represent-

tation of the word which is currently imitated. This allows a 
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parallel self-organization of the S-MAP and adjusts the 

neural connections between both self-organizing maps (P-

MAP and S-Map) as well as the neural connections to all 

state maps. Thus, imitation training in addition leads to the 

formation of first language specific knowledge (i.e. phono-

logical representation of words, see Kröger et al. 2011a).      

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Structure of the sensorimotor part of the model 

(top) and cortical regions related to specific neural maps 

occurring within the model (bottom). Top: The model com-

prises a feedforward pathway (motor) and three feedback 

pathways (lower and higher level somatosensory and audi-

tory).  Outlined boxes indicate neural maps; other boxes in-

dicate neural processing modules, which are not specified in 

detail. Single arrows indicate neural pathways for forwar-

ding information; double arrows indicate neural mappings 

which are involved in information processing. The light 

green area indicates higher processing levels which activate 

syllables as entire units; lower levels (primary cortical maps 

and subcortical sturcutres) are capable of processsing 

smaller temporal units of production and perception. TS: 

map for trained sensory states (already acquired); ES: map 

for external sensory states (currently produced); Δau: 

auditory error signal; Δss: somatosensory error signal. 

Bottom: Cortical locations of implementations of the prima-

ry neural maps (pink: primary motor map, primary somato-

sensory map, and primary auditory map), of the neural state 

maps (orange: phonemic map, motor plan map, somatosen-

sory and auditory state maps within the somatosensory-pho-

netic and auditory-phonetic processing modules), and of two 

mirrored representations of the phonetic map (red). Neural 

mappings between state maps and phonetic map are indi-

cated by dark red arrows; The neural pathway between the 

two mirrored representations of the phonetic map is indi-

cated by a red arrow; AF: arcuate fascilicus. 

Future Work 

The phonetic as well as the semantic map are the central 

maps for self-organization and enable associative learning in 

our approach. While the gross structure of our model is in 

accordance with the well-known models introduced by 

Guenther et al. (2006) and by Li et al. (2004), the reality of 

the phonetic map (e.g. in its mirrored location, joined via the 

AF, as postulated in Fig. 2) needs to be proved by brain 

imaging experiments.  
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